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The **pioneer** and **leading supplier** of NextGen surveillance and flight tracking solutions for the air traffic management, military, security and airport operations markets.

- Founder of **multilateration** industry and market
- **53 years** of TRADITION and EXPERIENCES
- More than **100** installations **worldwide**
- **58** countries in **5** continents
- **353** professional employees
- Own strong **R&D centre**
- **100 %** Czech Company
ERA has more than 100 commercial, air traffic management and military customers in over 58 countries throughout the U.S., Europe, the Middle East, Africa, South America and Asia.
Product Portfolio
ERA PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

NEO by era

SQUID by era

VERA-NG by era

MASTERCARE by era
• MSS = Multi-sensor Surveillance System
• ISO 9001:2008, fully standardized system (ED standards) and output (ASTERIX)
• Flexible, mature, certified surveillance system that provides ADS-B & multilateration capability for:

- Airport Surface Monitoring
- Parallel Runway Monitoring
- Terminal Area Monitoring
- Wide Area Multilateration
- Height Monitoring Unit
• Passive tracking system new generation based on multilateration used to support strategic and tactical surveillance in military industry